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WHEN CALL THE MIDWIFE premiered in England, it became the highest rated drama debut in BBC history. The critically acclaimed series became a favorite with American audiences as well when it debuted on THIRTEEN last September. Based on the bestselling memoirs by Jennifer Worth, it tells colorful stories of midwifery and families in 1950s post-war London, following new midwife Jenny Lee and the midwives and nuns at Nonnatus House as they minister to expectant mothers in the poorest area of the city.

The earnest but sheltered Jenny, the eternally stern Sister Evangelina, and the fabulously glamorous Trixie Franklin are among the characters who have captured viewers’ hearts in the States and abroad. Season Two begins this month, delivering more births, babies, and bicycling, plus blossoming romance from an unexpected corner.

THIRTEEN spoke with Jessica Raine (Jenny), Helen George (Trixie), and Pam Ferris (Sister Evangelina) about their work on the series.
Why do you think Call the Midwife is so popular with contemporary audiences?

JESSICA RAINÉ: The stories are full of humanity and transport people to a world that is so unique and so different from the world we live in today. I love that we focus on women’s stories you really don’t see anywhere else on television, featuring strong, well-defined female characters who support each other instead of competing with each other. The program is also unique in that it has elements of nostalgia, but is also quite gritty, with storylines that challenge and respect the audience.

HELEN GEORGE: I think part of the show’s success stems from great writing, first with Jennifer Worth’s memoirs—which were extremely popular in England even before we began work on the series—and then with Heidi Thomas’s wonderful scripts. We also have an amazing design team who pays an extraordinary amount of attention to period detail and a cast that works well together. When we’re together, there’s chemistry. I like to think some of that magic comes across on the screen.

PAM FERRIS: The whole concept of birth is about as fundamental as you can get and to my knowledge, no one has used it as a dramatic event. It has all the elements of drama. It has suspense, it has crises, it has pain, it has joy, and an outcome of some sort. As an event, it is inherently dramatic, and we seem to have harnessed that.

What insights have you gained about life in post-war London—especially women’s lives during that era—from working on the series?

JR: I didn’t realize how poor London was after World War II. I didn’t know, for example, that rationing continued 12 years after the war ended. I didn’t realize the depth of poverty that existed, especially in the East End—and the lack of contraception was astounding. In some cases, women had a dozen children. In fact, one of the episodes in the first season focused on a woman who had 24 children. People gasped at that and thought it wasn’t true, but it came directly from the memoirs.

HG: My answer is quite a practical one: these women were the original recyclers. We think the concept of recycling is a modern notion, but through necessity they had to recycle. They didn’t have baby wipes, they had nappies and towels they had to wash again and again. Nothing was thrown away. Even the mattresses the women gave birth on at home would be lined with newspaper or plastic covers so they could be preserved.

PF: I think it’s interesting to look at the time just before a revolution. The Beatles happened in the early 60s, The Pill happened in the early 60s, teenagers were invented in the early 60s, and our series takes place before all that. Women’s roles were in flux. They were fermenting. Women were shaking up their roles quite dramatically and grasped the revolution as it was about to emerge. It’s fascinating to look at that very fertile, very volatile period.

Read the complete interview at thirteen.org/call-the-midwife to find out the cast’s favorite storylines, their ideas for Call the Midwife screening parties, and more.
EVENING AND NIGHT

1 FRIDAY

5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today With Mike Schneider. [  ]
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Washington Week with Gwen Ifill
8:30 PREMIERE Need to Know With Jeff Greenfield, Maria Hinojosa, Scott Simon, and Ray Suarez. [  ]
9:00 PREMIERE Joe Bonamassa: An Acoustic Evening at the Vienna Opera House The blues rock guitarist and singer in concert. REPEATS EARLY SAT 2ND, 12:30AM; SAT 2ND, 12NOON; SUN 10TH, 8:30AM; AND EARLY TUE 12TH, 3:30AM.
10:30 PREMIERE Sam Cooke: Legend Performances featuring the soul legend, plus interviews with Dick Clark, Aretha Franklin, and others. REPEATS SAT 2ND, 11AM AND EARLY WED 13TH, 4:30AM. 11:30 CHARLIE ROSE

2 SATURDAY

7:30 PREMIERE An Evening With Jerry Lewis: Live From Las Vegas Celebrating the entertainer’s eight decades in show business. REPEATS EARLY SUN 3RD, 12MID; SUN 3RD, 12:30PM; MON 4TH, 2PM; MON 4TH, 9:30PM; AND EARLY WED 6TH, 1:30AM.
9:00 PREMIERE Aaron Neville: Doo Wop: My True Story The R&B icon is joined by Paul Simon, Joan Osborne and more in songs from his album My True Story. REPEATS EARLY SUN 3RD, 1:30AM; SUN 3RD, 10:30AM; WED 6TH, 9:30PM; AND EARLY FRI 8TH, 1:30AM.
10:30 PREMIERE Who Is Harry Nilsson (And Why Is Everybody Talkin’)? The life of the enigmatic singer-songwriter the Beatles named their favorite American musician. REPEATS EARLY MON 4TH, 2AM; THU 7TH, 1PM AND FRI 8TH, 9PM; SAT 9TH, 12NOON; AND SAT 9TH, 7PM.

3 SUNDAY

6:00 Moyers & Company REPEATS SUN 3RD, 11PM. [  ]
7:00 PREMIERE 60s Pop Flashback: Hullabaloo (My Music) Peter Noone hosts this 60s celebration with Nancy Sinatra, Paul Revere & the Raiders, and others. REPEATS EARLY MON 4TH, 2AM; THU 7TH, 1PM AND FRI 8TH, 9PM; SAT 9TH, 12NOON; AND SAT 9TH, 7PM.
9:00 PREMIERE Great Performances: “Andrea Bocelli: Love in Portofino” The superstar tenor is
joined by David Foster and trumpeter Chris Botti in a program of love songs performed in Portofino, Italy. REPEATS EARLY MON 4TH, 12MID; EARLY TUE 5TH, 2:30AM; FRI 8TH, 1PM; AND SAT 9TH, 5PM. [R]
11:00 Moyers & Company SEE SUN 3RD, 6PM. [R] [R]

3/04 EARLY MONDAY AM
12:00 Great Performances: "Andrea Bocelli: Love in Portofino" SEE SUN 3RD, 9PM. REPEATS EARLY TUE 5TH, 2:30AM; FRI 8TH, 1PM; AND SAT 9TH, 5PM. [R] [R]
2:00 60s Pop Flashback: Hullabaloo (My Music) SEE SUN 3RD, 7PM. REPEATS THU 7TH, 1PM; FRI 8TH, 9PM; SAT 9TH, 12NOON; AND SAT 9TH, 7PM. [R]
4:00 Tackling Diabetes With Dr. Neal Barnard

4 MONDAY
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today With Mike Schneider. [R]
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Victor Borge: Comedy in Music! His most beloved television skits. REPEATS TUE 5TH, 2PM; EARLY WED 6TH, 12MID; EARLY THU 7TH, 3AM AND SAT 9TH, 2PM.
9:30 An Evening With Jerry Lewis: Live From Las Vegas SEE MON 4TH, 2PM. REPEATS EARLY WED 6TH, 1:30AM. [R]
11:00 Charlie Rose

3/05 EARLY TUESDAY AM
12:00 Rock, Pop and Doo Wop (My Music) REPEATS SAT 9TH, 8AM. [R]
2:30 Great Performances: “Andrea Bocelli: Love in Portofino” SEE SUN 3RD, 9PM. REPEATS FRI 8TH, 1PM AND SAT 9TH, 5PM. [R] [R]
4:30 Qi Gong for Beginners [R]

5 TWEDNESDAY
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today SEE TUE 5TH, 8PM. [R]
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 The Iranian Americans The 1979 Iranian Revolution brought masses of Iranians to the United States. REPEATS EARLY THU 7TH, 12MID.
9:30 PREMIERE Chris Mann in Concert: A Mann for All Seasons The Voice contestant sings classical-crossover favorites with Martina McBride and jazz saxophonist Mindi Abair. REPEATS EARLY THU 7TH, 1:30AM.
11:00 Charlie Rose

3/07 EARLY THURSDAY AM
12:00 The Iranian Americans SEE TUE 5TH, 8PM. [R]
1:30 Chris Mann in Concert: A Mann for All Seasons SEE TUE 5TH, 9:30PM. [R]
3:00 Victor Borge: Comedy in Music! SEE MON 4TH, 8PM. REPEATS SAT 9TH, 2PM. [R]
4:30 Qi Gong: The Flow Continues REPEATS THU 14TH, 1PM. [R]

7 THURSDAY
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today
**EVENING AND NIGHT**

6:30 **Nightly Business Report**

7:00 **PBS NewsHour**

8:00 **Judy Collins Live at the Metropolitan Museum of Art: Celebrating Fifty Years of Timeless Music**
The folk icon celebrates her 50th anniversary with classics and songs from her new album. REPEATS EARLY SAT 9TH, 12MID; SAT 9TH, 3:30PM; AND EARLY MON 11TH, 2AM.

9:30 **Muddy Waters & The Rolling Stones Live**

On November 22, 1981, the Stones met Muddy Waters at his Chicago club The Checkerboard—and made musical history. REPEATS EARLY SAT 9TH, 1:30AM AND EARLY TUE 12TH, 12:30AM.

11:00 **Charlie Rose**

**3/08 EARLY FRIDAY AM**

12:00 **Super Brain With Dr. Rudy Tanzi** SEE WED 6TH, 8PM. REPEATS SAT 9TH, 10:30AM; SUN 10TH, 7AM AND MON 11TH, 10PM. [R]

1:30 **Aaron Neville: Doo Wop: My True Story**

SEE SAT 2ND, 9PM. REPEATS EARLY MON 11TH, 3:30AM. [R]

3:00 **Shift Happens! Live an Inspired Life With Dr. Robert Holden** [R]

4:30 **Hopeful Aging With Dr. John Zeisel** REPEATS SAT 9TH, 7AM. [R]

**8 FRIDAY**

5:30 **BBC World News America**

6:00 **NJ Today With Mike Schneider**

6:30 **Nightly Business Report**

7:00 **PBS NewsHour**

8:00 **Washington Week With Gwen Ifill**

8:30 **PREMIERE Need to Know** With Jeff Greenfield, Maria Hinojosa, Scott Simon, and Ray Suarez. 9:00 **60s Pop Flashback: Hullabaloo (My Music)**

SEE SUN 3RD, 7PM. REPEATS SAT 9TH, 12NOON AND SAT 9TH, 7PM. [R]

11:00 **Charlie Rose**

**3/09 EARLY SATURDAY AM**

12:00 **Judy Collins Live at the Metropolitan Museum of Art: Celebrating Fifty Years of Timeless Music**

SEE THU 7TH, 8PM. REPEATS SAT 9TH, 3:30PM AND EARLY MON 11TH, 2AM. [R]

1:30 **Muddy Waters & The Rolling Stones Live**

SEE THU 7TH, 9:30PM. REPEATS EARLY TUE 12TH, 12:30AM. [R]

3:00 **Rick Steves’ Europe Travel Skills**

REPEATS EARLY SU 10TH, 5AM. [R]

5:00 **Qi Gong for Weight Loss** [R]

**9 SATURDAY**

7:00 **60s Pop Flashback: Hullabaloo (My Music)**

SEE SUN 3RD, 7PM. [R]

9:00 **Magic Moments: The Best of 50’s Pop (My Music)**

The McGuire Sisters, The Lennon Sisters, The Chordettes, and other 1950s groups. REPEATS EARLY SUN 10TH, 12:30AM; SUN 10TH, 10AM; MON 11TH, 1PM; THU 14TH, 8PM; AND EARLY SAT 16TH, 2:30AM.

11:00 **Albert King With Stevie Ray Vaughan In Session**

The blues guitar legends jam live for the Canadian television program In Session in 1983. REPEATS EARLY SUN 10TH, 3:30AM; EARLY TUE 12TH, 2AM; AND FRI 15TH, 10:30PM.

**3/10 EARLY SUNDAY AM**

12:30 **Magic Moments: The Best of 50’s Pop (My Music)**

REPEATS SUN 10TH, 10AM; MON 11TH, 1PM; THU 14TH, 8PM; AND EARLY SAT 16TH, 2:30AM.

3:30 **Albert King With Stevie Ray Vaughan In Session**

SEE SAT 9TH, 11PM. [R]

5:00 **Rick Steves’ Europe Travel Skills** [R]

**10 SUNDAY**

6:00 **Downton Abbey Season 3 Marathon**

In progress since 12 noon, this marathon features Season 3 in its entirety, plus specially produced segments and interviews. [R]

11:00 **Moyers & Company**

**3/11 EARLY MONDAY AM**

12:00 **The Ed Sullivan Comedy Special** REPEATS EARLY THU 14TH, 3:30AM.

2:00 **Judy Collins Live at the Metropolitan Museum of Art: Celebrating Fifty Years of Timeless Music**

SEE THU 7TH, 8PM. [R]

3:30 **Albert King: Doo Wop: My True Story**

SEE SAT 2ND, 9PM. [R]

5:00 **Rick Steves’ Europe Travel With Abandon!**

REPEATS EARLY FRI 15TH, 5AM.
11 MONDAY

5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today With Mike Schneider.
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour

3/12 EARLY TUESDAY AM
12:30 Muddy Waters & The Rolling Stones Live
SEE THU 7TH, 9:30PM. [R]
2:00 Albert King With Stevie Ray Vaughan In Session
SEE SAT 9TH, 11PM.
REPEATS FRI 15TH, 10:30PM. [R]
3:30 Joe Bonamassa: An Acoustic Evening at the Vienna Opera House
SEE FRI 1ST, 9PM. [R]
5:00 Rick Steves' Delicious Europe [R]

12 TUESDAY

5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 PREMIERE The Tenors: Lead With Your Heart
The Tenors—Victor Micallef, Clifton Murray, Remigio Pereira and Fraser Walters—perform arias, Bob Dylan’s “Forever Young,” and other hits. REPEATS EARLY THU 14TH, 12MID.
9:30 PREMIERE Ed Slott’s Retirement Rescue for 2013! The financial expert offers advice to demystify retirement planning.
REPEATS EARLY THU 14TH, 1PM AND FRI 15TH, 1PM.
11:30 Charlie Rose

13 WEDNESDAY

5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today With Mike Schneider.
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 PREMIERE Protect Your Memory With Dr. Neal Barnard
How to derail memory disability.
REPEATS THU 14TH, 2PM AND EARLY FRI 15TH, 2AM.

Great Performances: Andrea Bocelli: Love in Portofino
Sun 3rd, 9 p.m.; thirteen.org/gperf

INTERNATIONAL TENOR superstar Andrea Bocelli returns to Great Performances once again to delight fans with a new concert special of classical favorites, pop standards and Brazilian jazz from the breathtaking coastal setting of Portofino, Italy. With Grammy winner David Foster as music director and at the keyboard, Bocelli is joined by trumpeter Chris Botti to perform a select collection of the world’s most famous love songs.
EVENING AND NIGHT

9:30 PREMIERE The Doors Live at the Bowl ‘68 The rock group’s legendary 1968 concert at The Hollywood Bowl. REPEATS EARLY FRI 15TH, 12:30AM AND EARLY SAT 16TH, 4:30AM.

11:00 Charlie Rose

3/14 EARLY THURSDAY AM
12:00 The Tenors: Lead With Your Heart SEE TUE 12TH, 8PM. [R]
1:30 Ed Slott’s Retirement Rescue for 2013! SEE TUE 12TH, 9:30PM. REPEATS FRI 15TH, 1PM. [R]
3:30 The Ed Sullivan Comedy Special [R]

14 THURSDAY
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today [R]
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Washington Week With Gwen Ifill
8:30 PREMIERE Need to Know With Jeff Greenfield, Maria Hinojosa, Scott Simon, and Ray Suarez. [R]
9:00 PREMIERE Love for Levon A salute to rock musician Levon Helm, with Gregg Allman, Lucinda Williams, and many more. REPEATS EARLY SAT 16TH, 1AM. 10:30 Albert King With Stevie Ray Vaughan In SESSION SEE SAT 9TH, 11PM. [R]

3/16 EARLY SATURDAY AM
12:00 Charlie Rose REPEATS MON 18TH, 1:30PM.
1:00 Love for Levon SEE FRI 15TH, 9PM. [R]
2:30 Magic Moments: The Best of 50’s Pop (My Music) SEE SAT 9TH, 9PM. [R]
4:30 The Doors Live at the Bowl ‘68 SEE WED 13TH, 9:30PM. [R]

3/15 EARLY FRIDAY AM
12:30 The Doors Live at the Bowl ’68 SEE WED 13TH, 9:30PM. REPEATS EARLY

16 SATURDAY
6:00 Member Favorites

3/17 EARLY SUNDAY AM
12:00 Member Favorites

17 SUNDAY
6:00 Moyers & Company REPEATS SUN 17TH, 11PM [R]
7:00 Ed Sullivan’s Top Performers 1966-1969 (My Music) The Beatles, the Doors, and other superstars of the 60s pop-rock era, in vintage performances from The Ed Sullivan Show. [R]
9:00 Member Favorites
11:00 Moyers & Company SEE SUN 17TH, 6PM. [R] [R]

3/18 EARLY MONDAY AM
12:00 Member Favorites

18 MONDAY
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today With Mike Schneider. [R]
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Antiques Roadshow: “Spokane, Washington” REPEATS EARLY WED 20TH, 4AM.
9:00 Market Warriors Visits Iowa’s Walnut Antique Show. REPEATS EARLY THU 21ST, 4AM.
10:00 American Masters: “Harper Lee: Hey Boo” The story behind
YOU CAN STAND AND GAZE IN AWE. BUT WE’D RATHER YOU CAME IN AND PUT YOUR FEET UP.

Felt our famed hospitality all around you. Relaxed in front of our log fires. Dined like a king. And slept like a baby in our luxurious four-poster beds.

You see, in Ireland, nothing’s too much trouble for our guests. So yes, the grandeur of our castles will astound you.

But it’s the warmth and friendliness inside them that will take your breath away. 2013 is the year of The Gathering: a yearlong celebration of music, food, culture and lots more.

For more information and great travel deals, visit ireland.com
To Kill a Mockingbird and its Pulitzer Prize-winning author. REPEATS EARLY SAT 23RD, 2:30AM.
11:30 Charlie Rose
REPEATS TUE 19TH, 1:30PM.

3/19 EARLY TUESDAY AM
12:30 Tavis Smiley
REPEATS TUE 19TH, 1PM.
1:00 Abraham and Mary
Lincoln, A House Divided: American Experience
(PARTS 1-3 OF 6)
4:00 Frontline: “Inside
Obama’s Presidency”
REPEATS EARLY SAT 23RD, 4AM.
5:00 Joseph Rosendo’s
Travelscope

19 TUESDAY
5:30 BBC World News
America
6:00 NJ Today
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 The Amish: American Experience
REPEATS EARLY THU 21ST, 1AM.
10:00 Frontline The
award-winning public
affairs series.
11:00 Charlie Rose
REPEATS WED 20TH, 1:30PM.

3/20 EARLY WEDNESDAY AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley
REPEATS WED 20TH, 1PM.
12:30 One-on-One With
Steve Adubato
1:00 Abraham and Mary
Lincoln, A House Divided: American Experience
(PARTS 4-6 OF 6)
4:00 Antiques Roadshow
SEE MON 18TH, 8PM. [R]
5:00 Joseph Rosendo’s
Travelscope

20 WEDNESDAY
5:30 BBC World News
America
6:00 NJ Today
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Nature: “The Loneliest
Animals” Scientists fight to
save Yangtze turtles and
Sumatran rhinos. REPEATS
EARLY SAT 23RD, 1AM; EARLY
SAT 23RD, 5AM; AND SAT 23RD,
5PM. [R]
9:00 NOVA: “Smartest
Machine on Earth” The
world’s smartest computer
takes on human compe-
tition from Jeopardy.
REPEATS EARLY FRI 22ND, 2AM
AND EARLY SUN 24TH, 5AM.
10:00 Secrets of the Dead:
“The World’s Biggest
Bomb” In the 1950s, U.S.
and Soviet scientists began
a dangerous race to build
the world’s biggest bomb.
REPEATS EARLY FRI 22ND, 3AM.
11:00 Charlie Rose
REPEATS THU 21ST, 1:30PM.

3/21 EARLY THURSDAY AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley
REPEATS THU 21ST, 1PM.
12:30 One-on-One With
Steve Adubato
1:00 The Amish: American Experience
SEE TUE 19TH, 8PM. [R]
3:00 Frontline [R]
4:00 Market Warriors
SEE MON 18TH, 9PM. [R]
5:00 Joseph Rosendo’s
Travelscope

21 THURSDAY
5:30 BBC World News
America
6:00 NJ Today
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 PREMIERE
NYC-ARTS With Philippe
de Montebello and Paula
Zahn. REPEATS SUN 24TH,
12NOON. [R]
8:30 PREMIERE
MetroFocus Interviews,
in-depth reporting,
and solutions-oriented
stories from across the
metropolitan region. [R]

Get The Cyberchase 3D Builder iPad App

HEY, KIDS! Check out Cyberchase 3D Builder, an awesome
3D geometry game from Cyberchase. Bumbling bots Buzz and Delete have accidentally zapped the houses in Botopolis
totally flat. Help rebuild the town by turning 2D shapes into
3D structures. This geometry-focused game offers eight
unique levels with increasing challenges and develops spatial
reasoning skills. Available now on iTunes.
9:00 PREMIERE Great Performances at the Met: “The Tempest” Composer Thomas Ades conducts the Met premiere of his own work, with baritone Simon Keenlyside starring as Prospero. REPEATS SUN 24TH, 12:30PM.

3/22 EARLY FRIDAY AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley REPEATS FRI 22ND, 1PM.
12:30 One-on-One With Steve Adubato
1:00 Nature SEE WED 20TH, 8PM. REPEATS EARLY SAT 23RD, 5AM AND SAT 23RD, 5PM. [R]
2:00 NOVA SEE WED 20TH, 9PM.
3:00 Secrets of the Dead SEE WED 20TH, 10PM. [R]
4:00 POV [R]

22 FRIDAY
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today [R]
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Washington Week With Gwen Ifill REPEATS SAT 23RD, 9AM.
8:30 PREMIERE Need to Know With Jeff Greenfield, Maria Hinojosa, Scott Simon, and Ray Suarez. REPEATS SAT 23RD, 9:30AM.
9:00 PREMIERE Thank You Les—A Tribute to Les Paul The guitarist’s favorite songs performed by Jose Feliciano, Bucky Pizzarelli, and others. REPEATS EARLY SAT 23RD, 1:30AM AND EARLY TUE 26TH, 3AM.
10:00 American Masters: “Marilyn Monroe: Still Life” The star’s career and public image as seen through iconic photos. REPEATS EARLY MON 25TH, 2AM.
11:00 Charlie Rose REPEATS MON 25TH, 1:30PM.

23 SATURDAY
6:00 Mike Colameco’s Real Food
6:30 Lidia’s Italy in America
7:00 The This Old House Hour
8:00 Keeping Up Appearances
8:30 As Time Goes By.
9:00 PREMIERE Reel 13 Classics: “Suspicion” (1941) A woman suspects her husband of plotting to murder her in this Hitchcock thriller. With Cary Grant and Joan Fontaine. REPEATS EARLY SUN 24TH, 12:30AM.

ANDREA BOCELLI returns to THIRTEEN in March with his new Great Performances special, Andrea Bocelli: Love in Portofino. He will also be performing at the Prudential Center in Newark, New Jersey on June 12th—and his music producer and collaborator, David Foster, is scheduled to appear. THIRTEEN has secured the best seats for this thrilling concert.

Go online to thirteen.org/tickets or call 800-468-9913 to make a donation and join us at Andrea Bocelli’s next area appearance.
Evening and Night

Two single mothers become smugglers along the Canadian border. REPEATS EARLY SUN 24TH, 2:15AM AND EARLY WED 27TH, 1AM.

3/24 Early Sunday AM
12:25 PREMIERE Reel 13 Shorts REPEATS EARLY SUN 24TH, 3:55AM
12:30 Reel 13 Classics SEE SAT 23RD, 9PM. [R] REPEATS EARLY WED 27TH, 1AM.
2:15 Reel 13 Indies SEE SAT 23RD, 10:45PM. REPEATS EARLY WED 27TH, 1AM.
3/25 Early Monday AM
12:30 In Her Power
1:00 POV: “Guilty Pleasures” REPEATS EARLY WED 27TH, 1AM. [R] REPEATS EARLY SAT 30TH, 1:30AM.
3:00 Reel 13 Shorts [R] REPEATS EARLY WED 27TH, 1AM. [R] REPEATS EARLY SAT 30TH, 1:30AM.
2:00 Masterpiece Contemporary SEE SUN 20TH, 9PM. [R]
3:00 Thank You Les—A Tribute to Les Paul SEE FRI 22ND, 9PM. [R]

24 Sunday
6:00 Moyers & Company REPEATS SUN 24TH, 11:30PM. [R] REPEATS EARLY FRI 29TH, 4AM.
7:00 PREMIERE Financial Innovation: A Risky Business? REPEATS EARLY FRI 29TH, 4AM.

8:00 PREMIERE Live From Lincoln Center: “Kristin Chenoweth: The Dames of Broadway...All of ‘Em!!” The Tony winner performs Broadway favorites in this American Songbook concert. REPEATS EARLY TUE 26TH, 1AM AND EARLY SAT 30TH, 1:30AM.

9:00 Masterpiece Contemporary: “The Song of Lunch” Emma Thompson and Alan Rickman as ex-lovers meeting for lunch. REPEATS EARLY TUE 26TH, 2AM.
10:00 PREMIERE POV: “Girl Model” A 13-year-old Siberian girl, promised a modeling career, faces the harsh realities of the fashion business.
11:30 Moyers & Company SEE SUN 24TH, 6PM. [R]

25 Monday
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today With Mike Schneider.
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 PREMIERE Antiques Roadshow: “Myrtle Beach, South Carolina”
9:00 PREMIERE 180 Days: A Year Inside an American High School The politics of education reform as seen from life inside a Washington, D.C. public school. (PART 1 OF 2) REPEATS EARLY WED 27TH, 3AM.
11:00 Charlie Rose REPEATS WED 27TH, 1:30PM.

3/26 Early Tuesday AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley REPEATS TUE 26TH, 1PM.

12:30 One-on-One With Steve Adubato
1:00 Live From Lincoln Center SEE SUN 24TH, 8PM. REPEATS EARLY SAT 30TH, 1:30AM. [R] REPEATS EARLY WED 27TH, 3AM.
2:00 Masterpiece Contemporary SEE SUN 20TH, 9PM. [R]
3:00 Thank You Les—A Tribute to Les Paul SEE FRI 22ND, 9PM. [R]
4:00 POV [R]

26 Tuesday
5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 PREMIERE Tavis Smiley Reports: “Education Under Arrest” Looks at the connection between the juvenile justice system and the dropout rate among American teens, and efforts to reverse this trend. REPEATS EARLY THU 28TH, 1AM.
9:00 PREMIERE 180 Days: A Year Inside an American High School SEE MON 25TH, 9PM. (PART 2 OF 2)
11:00 Charlie Rose REPEATS WED 27TH, 1:30PM.

3/27 Early Wednesday AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley REPEATS WED 27TH, 1PM.
12:30 One-on-One With Steve Adubato
1:00 Reel 13 Indies SEE SAT 23RD, 10:45PM. [R] REPEATS EARLY WED 27TH, 3AM.
2:40 The Art of Horace Pippin
3:00 180 Days: A Year Inside an American High School...All of ‘Em!!” The Tony winner performs Broadway favorites in this American Songbook concert. REPEATS EARLY TUE 26TH, 1AM AND EARLY SAT 30TH, 1:30AM.

2:00 Masterpiece Contemporary SEE SUN 20TH, 9PM. [R]
3:00 Thank You Les—A Tribute to Les Paul SEE FRI 22ND, 9PM. [R]
4:00 POV [R]
School (PART 1 OF 2) SEE MON 25TH, 9PM.
5:00 Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope

27 WEDNESDAY

5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Nature: “River of No Return” A young couple honeymoons in a protected wilderness area in Idaho. REPEATS EARLY FRI 29TH, 1AM; SAT 30TH, 5PM; AND EARLY MON 1ST, 3AM. ◁▶
9:00 NOVA: “Hunting the Elements” What are things made of? REPEATS EARLY FRI 29TH, 2AM.
11:00 Charlie Rose REPEATS THU 28TH, 1:30PM.

3/28 EARLY THURSDAY AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley REPEATS THU 28TH, 1PM.
12:30 One-on-One With Steve Adubato
1:00 Tavis Smiley Reports SEE TUE 26TH, 8PM. [R]
2:00 Independent Lens [R]

28 THURSDAY

5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 PREMIERE NYC-ARTS With Philippe de Montebello and Paula Zahn. REPEATS SUN 31ST, 12NOON. ◁▶
8:30 Great Performances at the Met: “Wagner’s Ring Cycle—Wagner’s Dream” Filmmaker Susan Froemke goes behind the scenes at the Metropolitan Opera as the company prepares to produce Wagner’s 16-hour, four-opera Ring Cycle. REPEATS SUN 31ST, 12:30PM. ◁▶
11:00 Charlie Rose REPEATS FRI 29TH, 1:30PM.

3/29 EARLY FRIDAY AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley REPEATS FRI 29TH, 1PM,
12:30 One-on-One With Steve Adubato
1:00 Nature SEE WED 27TH, 8PM. REPEATS SAT 30TH, 5PM AND EARLY MON 1ST, 3AM. [R] ◁▶
2:00 NOVA SEE WED 27TH, 9PM. [R]
4:00 Financial Innovation: A Risky Business? SEE SUN 24TH, 7PM. [R]
5:00 Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope

29 FRIDAY

5:30 BBC World News America
6:00 NJ Today With Mike Schneider. ◁▶
6:30 Nightly Business Report
7:00 PBS NewsHour
8:00 Washington Week With Gwen Ifill REPEATS SAT 30TH, 9AM.
8:30 PREMIERE Need to Know With Jeff Greenfield, Maria Hinojosa, Scott Simon, and Ray Suarez. REPEATS SAT 30TH, 9:30AM. ◁▶
9:00 PREMIERE American Masters: “Philip Roth: Unmasked” The first film biography of the Pulitzer

Introducing The New THIRTEEN Explore iPad App

THIRTEEN HAS GONE IPAD! Want to watch THIRTEEN on the go? Look no further. THIRTEEN Explore, our new iPad app, will lead you to Downton Abbey, American Masters, Antiques Roadshow, Frontline, Nature, and many more PBS favorites. Stream hundreds of episodes, save your favorite program, or check the upcoming schedule with a tap and a swipe. Search for “THIRTEEN Explore” in the iTunes App Store or visit www.THIRTEEN.org/mobile today!
EVENING AND NIGHT

Prize-winning author of Portnoy’s Complaint, presented in honor of his 80th birthday. REPEATS EARLY SAT 30TH, 2:30AM.

10:30 PREMIERE New York Originals Profiles Worth & Worth Hatmakers. REPEATS SUN 31ST, 3PM.

11:00 Charlie Rose REPEATS MON 1ST, 1:30PM.

3/30 EARLY SATURDAY AM
12:00 Tavis Smiley REPEATS MON 1ST, 1PM.
12:30 One-on-One With Steve Adubato
1:00 Theater Talk
1:30 Live From Lincoln Center SEE SUN 24TH, 8PM.
2:30 American Masters SEE FRI 29TH, 9PM.
4:00 POV [R]

30 SATURDAY
6:00 Mike Colameco’s Real Food
6:30 Lidia’s Italy in America
7:00 The This Old House Hour
8:00 Keeping Up Appearances

3/31 EARLY SUNDAY AM
1:15 PREMIERE Reel 13 Shorts REPEATS EARLY SUN 31ST, 5:40AM.
1:25 Reel 13 Classics SEE SUN 31ST, 9PM.
3:30 Reel 13 Indies SEE SAT 30TH, 11:05PM.

31 SUNDAY
6:00 Moyers & Company REPEATS SUN 31ST, 11PM.
7:00 Secrets of the Manor House A look at the British titled class in Edwardian times.
8:00 SEASON PREMIERE Call the Midwife Trixie deals with a difficult birth aboard a Swedish ship; Jenny celebrates her birthday with Chummy and the girls. (PART 1 OF 8)

9:00 PREMIERE Masterpiece Classic: “Mr. Selfridge” Jeremy Piven (Entourage) stars in this drama about the story of Harry Gordon Selfridge, the flamboyant and visionary founder of the famous London department store. (PART 1 OF 8)

11:00 Moyers & Company SEE SUN 31ST, 6PM.

4/01 EARLY MONDAY AM
12:00 Makers: Women Who Make America [R]
3:00 Nature SEE WED 27TH, 8PM.
4:00 Independent Lens [R]
5:00 Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope

MORE WAYS TO WATCH

THIRTEEN HD
CABLEVISION 713
TIME WARNER 713
COMCAST (NJ) 240 (CT) 237
RCN 613
PATRIOT MEDIA 165
VERIZON FIOS 513

THIRTEEN ON DEMAND
CABLEVISION 502 OR VIA MAIN MENU
COMCAST 01 OR VIA MAIN MENU

KIDS THIRTEEN
CABLEVISION 131
TIME WARNER 160
COMCAST (NJ) 259 (CT) 250
RCN 253
PATRIOT MEDIA 157
VERIZON FIOS 472

KIDS V-ME
CABLEVISION 199
TIME WARNER 168/818
COMCAST (NJ) 260/559 (CT) 251
VERIZON FIOS 474

WLIW WORLD
CABLEVISION 132
TIME WARNER 164
VERIZON FIOS 473

WLIW CREATE
CABLEVISION 133
TIME WARNER 169
VERIZON FIOS 471

WLIW DIGITAL
CABLEVISION 721
TIME WARNER 21
RCN 21
VERIZON FIOS 470
Saturdays

6:00 Teaching Channel Presents
7:00 Big Band Vocalists (2ND) Hopeful Aging With Dr. John Zeisel (9TH)
Member Favorites (16TH)
Healthy Minds (23RD, 30TH)
7:30 One-on-One With Steve Adubato (23RD, 30TH)
8:00 Consuelo Mack WealthTrack (23RD, 30TH)
8:30 New Jersey Capitol Report (23RD, 30TH)
9:00 Washington Week (R) (23RD, 30TH)
9:30 3 Steps to Incredible Health! With Joel Fuhrman, M.D. (2ND) Need to Know (R) (23RD, 30TH)
10:00 New York Business Report (23RD, 30TH)
10:30 Super Brain With Dr. Rudy Tanzi (9TH) Religion & Ethics NewsWeekly (23RD, 30TH)
11:00 New York NOW (23RD, 30TH)
11:30 To the Contrary With Bonnie Erbe (23RD, 30TH)
12:00 Joe Bonamassa: An Acoustic Evening at the Vienna Opera House (2ND)
60s Pop Flashback: Hullabaloo (My Music) (9TH) Richard Heffner’s Open Mind (23RD, 30TH)
12:30 Caucus: New Jersey (23RD, 30TH)
1:00 POV: “The Light in Her Eyes” (23RD) Makers: Women Who Make America (30TH)
1:30 Shift Happens! Live an Inspired Life With Dr. Robert Holden (2ND)
2:00 Victor Borge: Comedy in Music! (R) (9TH) Independent Lens: “Strong” (23RD)
3:00 Big Band Vocalists (2ND)
Intelligence Squared: “Does Science Refute God?” (23RD)
3:30 Judy Collins Live at the Metropolitan Museum of Art: Celebrating Fifty Years of Timeless Music (R) (9TH)
4:00 Globe Trekker (23RD, 30TH)
5:00 Great Performances: Andrea Bocelli: Love in Portofino (R) (9TH) Nature: “The Loneliest Animals” (R) (23RD); “River of No Return” (R) (30TH)

Sundays

10:00 Ed Sullivan’s Top Performers 1966-1969 (My Music) (R) (17TH)
12:00 NYC-ARTS (R) (3RD, 24TH, 31ST) Downton Abbey Season 3 Marathon (10TH)
Member Favorites (17TH)
12:30 An Evening With Jerry Lewis: Live From Las Vegas (R) (3RD) Great Performances at the Met: “The Tempest” (R) (24TH) Great Performances at the Met: “Wagner’s Ring Cycle—Wagner’s Dream” (R) (31ST)
2:00 Rock, Pop and Doo Wop (My Music) (3RD)
3:00 New York Originals (31ST)
3:30 Simply Ming (24TH, 31ST)
4:00 Joanne Weir’s Cooking Confidence (24TH, 31ST)
4:30 Dudu Fisher: In Concert From Israel (3RD) The Mind of a Chef (24TH, 31ST)
5:00 America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated (24TH, 31ST)
5:30 Religion & Ethics NewsWeekly (R) (24TH, 31ST)

A NOTE TO MEMBERS

You may notice that Kids listings aren’t included in this month’s program guide. This will happen occasionally due to space limitations. We apologize for the inconvenience. Please visit thirteen.org/schedule for the complete program schedule.
SUFFERING FROM *Downton Abbey* withdrawal? Don’t despair! Watch the *Downton Abbey Season 3 Marathon* Sunday, March 10 starting at 12 noon. Enjoy complete episodes, bonus interviews, and more.

American Masters
Philip Roth: Unmasked
Fri 29th, 9 p.m.

Before you watch *Philip Roth: Unmasked* on THIRTEEN, you can enjoy the world theatrical premiere—for free! Film Forum is offering free screenings of the film March 13-19. For more information, visit thirteen.org/americanmasters.